Endocrine health conditions in adult survivors of childhood cancer: the need for specialized adult-focused follow-up clinics
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Abstract

Background: Survival rates among childhood cancer survivors (CCS) have enormously increased in the last 40 years. However, this improvement has been achieved at the expense of serious late effects that frequently involve the endocrine system.

Aim: To evaluate the cumulative incidence of endocrine diseases in a cohort of long-term CCS.

Materials and methods: We analyzed the clinical data of 310 adults, followed for a median time of 16.0 years after the first cancer diagnosis. The monitoring protocols applied to each patient were personalized on the basis of cancer diagnosis and previous treatments, according to the Children’s Oncology Group guidelines.

Results: The cumulative incidence of endocrine late effects steadily increased over time. At the last follow-up visit available, 48.46% of females and 62.78% of males were affected by at least one endocrine disease. The most common disorders were gonadal dysfunction, primary hypothyroidism, and GH deficiency (GHD). The main risk factors for endocrine disease were male sex (hazard ratio (HR) = 1.45, 95% confidence interval (95% CI) 1.05–1.99), radiotherapy (HR = 1.91, 95% CI 1.28–2.84), hematopoietic stem cells transplantation (HR = 3.11, 95% CI 2.23–4.34), and older age at cancer diagnosis (HR = 1.89, 95% CI 1.25–2.85). Male sex was associated with a higher risk of gonadal disorders, whereas radiotherapy specifically increased the risk of GHD and thyroid dysfunction.

Conclusions: Endocrine disorders among CCS have a high prevalence and increase over time. Thus, endocrinologists need to cope with an increasing demand for health care in a field that is still little developed and that, in perspective, could also be extended to some selected types of adult cancer survivors.
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Introduction

Thanks to continuous improvements in treatment protocols over the last 40 years, the probabilities of recovery for children and adolescents affected by tumors have risen steadily and, taking into consideration all types of childhood tumors, recovery rates are now at around 80% (1). This means that there is an increasingly higher number of adults who are pediatric cancer survivors among the general population. However, the concept of ‘recovery’ refers to the primary tumor and it does not take into consideration the risk or presence of pathological alterations due to late toxicity of anticancer therapy.

It has been reported that 30 years after diagnosis of a pediatric tumor, about two thirds of the survivors will have at least one chronic illness related to previous treatments and, in one third of the cases, the pathological alterations will be so serious as to lead to potentially disabling or life-threatening diseases (2).

The most common alterations involve the endocrine system (3, 4, 5), even if psychological disturbances, neurological and cognitive deficits, heart and respiratory diseases are not rare (6). There is also a significant increase in the risk of a second tumor, especially in those subjects who had previously undergone radiotherapy (7, 8).

These late effects, the onset of which basically depends on the type of treatment received, may arise a number of years after treatment and recovery from the tumor (9, 10). There is, therefore, a widely shared view that so-called childhood cancer survivors (CCS) should be followed and clinically monitored – also in adulthood and ideally throughout the entire life span – in order to
reduce morbidity and mortality related to the late toxicity of antitumor treatments (11, 12, 13).

The ‘Transition Unit for Childhood Cancer Survivors’ is a specialized adult-focused follow-up clinic within the San Giovanni Battista Hospital of Turin (Piedmont, Italy), headed by an endocrinologist and organized with a network of ‘committed’ specialists. CCS are usually transitioned to this unit when they are aged over 18 years and off-therapy for at least 5 years. The choice to transfer the follow-up from a pediatric to an adult environment follows the trend of international literature (11, 14, 15) because of the availability of diagnostic services and consultants more suitable to the patient’s age. Furthermore, transition into an adult-focused care may have a beneficial effect on the psychological growth and development of the patients, who, in most cases, seem to be heavily dependent on their parents before transition (16). The monitoring protocols applied to each patient are personalized on the basis of risk stratification, that is, to the cancer diagnosis and previous anticancer treatments, according to the Children’s Oncology Group (COG) guidelines (17). Our aim is to evaluate retrospectively the cumulative incidence of endocrine diseases in a cohort of long-term CCS and to identify potential risk factors of the most common endocrine late effects.

Materials and methods

Patients

We considered all patients referred to the ‘Transition Unit for Childhood Cancer Survivors’ from November 2001 to March 2012 who satisfied all the following criteria: i) age at diagnosis under 18 years; ii) at least 5 years of survival after the first cancer diagnosis; and iii) at least one visit after the 18th birthday.

According to the COG guidelines (17), these patients underwent periodical evaluations including physical examinations as well as laboratory and instrumental tests. We collected retrospectively clinical information about the cancer diagnosis, the treatment, and the medical history (relapses, second tumors, late toxicity at endocrine, cardiac, pulmonary levels, etc.) before transition and recorded the onset of endocrine problem or any other late effect of cancer therapy during follow-up.

We considered the following as endocrine problems: GH deficiency (GHD), primary hypothyroidism, central hypothyroidism, spermatogenesis damage, male and female primary hypogonadism, hypogonadotropic hypogonadism, low bone mineral density (BMD), diabetes mellitus, diabetes insipidus, hyperprolactinemia, and central hypoadrenalism.

Because overweight and dyslipidemia are known to be multifactorial, thus not necessarily a late effect of cancer therapy, they were not considered as endocrine problems for the present analyses.

In order to evaluate the representativeness of our cohort, we linked the data of the Childhood Cancer Registry of Piedmont with our cohort of patients. Two hundred and fifty five out of 310 patients of our cohort were present in the Childhood Cancer Registry of Piedmont and represents about 13.2% of patients eligible resident in Piedmont at the time of diagnosis. When we consider only more recent years (since 1990), the proportion of eligible patients followed by our unit increased to 20.9%.

Measurements of outcomes

GHD was always diagnosed before transition. Clinical and auxological examinations were performed in all patients every 6 months. In patients with auxological parameters indicating growth failure, GHD was evaluated using standard provocative tests after all other possible causes of growth failure had been ruled out.

GHD patients were not retested after transition, as we are reluctant to treat with GH replacement therapy adult survivors of childhood cancer. However, insulin-like growth factor 1 levels measured after transition resulted in agreement with the previous diagnosis.

Primary hypothyroidism was defined as elevated TSH levels with or without free thyroxine (fT4)/free tri-iodothyronine reduction; patients with reduced fT4 levels and low or normal TSH levels were considered to have central hypothyroidism.

Sex steroid production was evaluated measuring FSH, LH, inhibin B, and testosterone or 17β-estradiol serum levels. Patients with clinically significant low levels of sex steroids were considered to have hypogonadism, further subclassified as primary or central, depending on gonadotropin levels. In males, fertility was preferably evaluated with semen sample analysis. As CCS are often reluctant to provide semen samples, male patients with FSH levels >10 IU/l and/or inhibin B <100 pg/ml were also considered to have spermatogenesis damage.

We evaluated BMD in lumbar spine or proximal femur using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry. As index of BMD, we chose Z-score, as T-score is not suitable for females before menopause and for males younger than age 50 years (18). According to other studies describing bone deficits in CCS (18, 19), the cutoff used to identify low BMD is a sex- and age-specific Z-score < -1.0.

Patients at risk for adrenal insufficiency were screened by morning cortisol and ACTH basal levels. If morning cortisol and/or ACTH levels were abnormal, as well as in the presence of risk factors and symptoms suggesting adrenal insufficiency, patients were submitted to standard provocative testing to confirm or exclude this diagnosis. Diabetes mellitus was diagnosed by fasting plasma glucose (FPG) concentration, i.e. FPG ≥126 mg/dl (7.0 mmol/l) confirmed by two or more repeated tests.
Statistical analysis

The characteristics of the patients were described using medians and interquartile ranges for the continuous variables. Percentage frequencies were used for the categorical variables. First, we considered the 18th birthday as the time at entry into the survivor program, in order to estimate any endocrine problem cumulative incidence by gender or by cancer diagnosis during clinical follow-up.

Moreover, we also estimated the cumulative incidence of any endocrine disorder since the year of the first diagnosis. Factors potentially influencing the occurrence of endocrine diseases considered in the analysis were sex, age at first cancer diagnosis, cancer diagnosis, and type of treatment. Because almost all patients were exposed to chemotherapy, we could not evaluate this exposure as a potential risk factor. A Cox proportional hazard model was employed to estimate the crude and adjusted hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) for a set of potential, pre-defined, risk factors and the occurrence of any endocrine conditions and for specific diseases (gonadal disorders, thyroid disorders, GHD, and low BMD). In the Cox models, we considered as time at risk the elapsed time from the date of the first cancer diagnosis until the date of diagnosis of each endocrine disorder.

Results

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients were described in Table 1. Primary tumors were mainly hematological malignancies (67.42%), brain tumors (15.81%), or sarcomas (10.65%). Almost all the patients (94.84%) had undergone chemotherapy, while radiotherapy and surgery had been carried out in 64.19 and 37.10% of cases respectively. In most
cases, there had been various combinations of these treatments. Moreover, 74 (23.87%) patients had undergone hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT). Median age at diagnosis of the first tumor was 10.0 years; median age at the last follow-up visit was 24.89 years. The median length of follow-up since childhood cancer diagnosis was 16.09 years.

We documented the occurrence of at least one endocrine disease in more than 50% of CCS, 48.46% in female and 62.78% in male CCS (Fig. 1). The most frequent specific endocrine disorders were gonadal dysfunction, primary hypothyroidism, and GHD.

GHD was found in 50 CCS (16.13%); 33 of them had a previous diagnosis of CNS tumor, whereas 17 were cured for hematological malignancies. In almost all cases (92.00%), the GHD patients had received radiation therapy involving the head, at doses ranging between 12 and 64 Gy. Besides, 25 patients (18 males and seven females) received GH replacement therapy during childhood, whereas the other 25 (13 males and 12 females) refused, due to their parents’ concerns about the risk of recurrence or second malignant neoplasms, with adult short stature as the main consequence.

As far as thyroid late effects, primary hypothyroidism was diagnosed in 55 patients (17.74%), whereas seven patients showed central hypothyroidism. Moreover, 18 patients developed a papillary thyroid carcinoma as second neoplasm, which in 15 cases arose after radiation therapy involving the neck. This last result will not be discussed any further in this paper, as it will be the subject of another study.

Primary hypogonadism was found in 13.33% males and 21.54% females. Moreover, 76 males (42.22%) were considered to have spermatogenesis damage, which in about 40% of cases was confirmed by semen analysis.

Low BMD (Z-score < −1.0) was found in 48 CCS (25 males and 23 females), 24 of them showing a Z-score < −2.0.

Type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus were found in one and four patients respectively. A low prevalence of hyperprolactinemia (six patients), central hypoadrenalism (four patients), and diabetes insipidus (three patients) was found in our cohort. The cumulative incidence of endocrine late effects steadily increased over time from 24.03% in males and 26.26% in females at the 18th birthday to 72.02 and 50.06% respectively after 12 years of follow-up (Fig. 2A).

Five years after cancer diagnosis, the cumulative incidence of endocrine disorders was 18.60% (95% CI 12.88–24.46) in females and 11.17% (95% CI 7.36–16.78) in males, whereas after 10 years, it was 31.07% (95% CI 23.73–40.01) and 34.04% (95% CI 27.55–41.56) respectively (Fig. 2B).

The risk to develop endocrine disorders was higher for patients with brain tumor than for any other diagnosis (Fig. 3A). As a group, hematological malignancies had a lower risk of developing endocrine diseases but showed a high variability between different diagnoses (Fig. 3B). The crude and adjusted association between patient/treatment characteristics and specific endocrine late effects are shown in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.

Gender and age at first diagnosis were associated with the risk of any endocrine disorders (Tables 2 and 3). In detail, the risk is higher in males (HR = 1.45, 95% CI 1.05–2.00) and in patients with cancer diagnosed after the age of 10 years (HR = 1.89, 95% CI 1.25–2.85).

Radiation therapy and HSCT increased the risk of any endocrine diseases by two and three times respectively (HR = 1.91, 95% CI 1.28–2.84; HR = 3.11, 95% CI 2.23–4.34). The effects of these exposures were confirmed when we considered specific endocrine problems.

### Discussion

Our data indicate that, 16 years after the diagnosis of a childhood cancer, more than one half of survivors suffered or are suffering from at least one endocrine late effect. This result, which agrees with previous reports...
is doubtless alarming especially in a population that – in many countries – still does not receive an adequate follow-up. Anyway, it should be considered that about 50% of our patients were treated before 1995. In the last 20 years, there have been considerable improvements in the treatment protocols for childhood cancer so that an effective cure rate can now be obtained with substantially fewer late effects. However, it cannot be excluded that patients who were treated more recently will survive in a larger proportion and may develop a different array of long-term chronic complications; therefore, they also need to be followed.

The cumulative incidence of endocrine disorders was higher in males than in females. This result mainly depends on spermatogenesis damage, which is a common condition in male CCS.

The development of endocrine late effects was strongly associated with HSCT and radiation therapy. We previously reported that the use of total body irradiation (TBI) as a conditioning regimen is associated with a worse endocrine outcome in patients submitted to HSCT (22). Here, we show that HSCT, whatever conditioning regimen was used, is associated with a significantly higher risk of endocrine damage, especially of gonadal dysfunction and low BMD. That is not surprising, as HSCT usually requires heavy treatment with gonadotoxic agents and is often performed at relapse; consequently the cumulative exposure to chemotherapy, in these patients, is higher. As far as BMD, the strong association between HSCT and osteopenia is likely caused by the interaction of multiple risk factors related to HSCT (hypogonadism, GHD, decreased physical activity, and intensive chemotherapy including the use of corticosteroids and antimetabolites at high doses) (23, 24).

Radiation therapy was found to be independently associated with GHD and thyroid disorders. There is a well-established relationship between the total radiation dose to pituitary and the development of hormone
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**Figure 2** Cumulative incidence of any endocrine disorders after transition (A) and after diagnosis (B) by gender.
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**Figure 3** Cumulative incidence of any endocrine disorders by cancer diagnosis (A) and by hematological malignancies type (B).
GH is the most sensitive pituitary hormone to radiation therapy, and isolated GHD can be seen after low doses of cranial irradiation as well as after TBI (25). We could not stratify our patients by radiation site or radiation dose. Nevertheless, this result could be explained considering that our cohort includes many patients treated with cranial irradiation, i.e. brain tumors, patients submitted to TBI as conditioning regimen for H SCT, and patients who received radiotherapy to the brain for hematological malignancies.

Radiotherapy also increases the risk of hypothyroidism. Central hypothyroidism is uncommon and usually occurs after cranial irradiation at doses higher than 30 Gy (26). By contrast, primary hypothyroidism is not rare in CCS who have been treated with external-beam RT involving the thyroid gland (27, 28). Indeed, we observed primary hypothyroidism in about 20% of our patients, mainly after TBI, neck/mantle RT, or craniospinal irradiation for brain tumors.

The risk to develop endocrine late effects was about twofold higher in CCS treated after the age of 10 years. This result confirms a recently reported observation (21) and may be partly due to epidemiological considerations (age distribution of pediatric cancer diagnosis as well as stage at cancer diagnosis). However, the multivariate analysis confirmed this result for gonadal disorders. It has been shown that the ovaries of younger patients are more resistant to the cytotoxic effects of chemotherapy and radiotherapy (29, 30). Moreover, testis of younger patients seems to be less sensitive to the damage induced by cancer treatments, but these observations have been questioned (31, 32). The risk to develop gonadal disorders was significantly higher in males than in females, likely due to the very high sensitivity of seminiferous tubules to both chemotherapy and radiotherapy (31).

As far as cancer diagnosis is concerned, patients treated for brain tumors have the highest risk to subsequently develop endocrine late effects. Treatment protocols for these patients include – in most cases – high-dose radiation therapy that involves the pituitary gland, producing GHD and hypogonadism that also contribute to the development of a low BMD. Among hematological malignancies, non-Hodgkin lymphoma patients show the lowest cumulative incidence of endocrine conditions. By contrast, in survivors of acute myeloblastic leukemia and Hodgkin lymphoma, the risk of endocrine late effects is similar to that observed in brain tumors. Alkylating agents, usually employed at high doses to treat sarcomas, are the main cause for the gonadal dysfunctions frequently observed in these CCS.

**Strengths and limitations of the study**

The patients were enrolled at the first access to our Transition Unit. This fact may represent a possible source of selection bias. However, unselected,
population-based cohorts of adults who were childhood cancer long-term survivors with at least 5 years of survival are quite difficult to assemble and to follow-up.

In all Cox models and when in the estimate of any endocrine cumulative incidence (Fig. 2B), we considered as time at risk the time elapsed from the date of the first cancer diagnosis until the date of endocrine disorder diagnosis, but all data before transition were available only for the selected population of long-term survivors attending the Transition Unit.

Conclusion

The cumulative incidence of endocrine late effects in CCS is very high and increases over time. Indeed many endocrine disorders were diagnosed after transition; nevertheless, these late effects are often under-diagnosed, probably due to the lack of specialized centers for the long-term follow-up (33).

Thus, the requirement for lifelong monitoring – to unveil and promptly treat the late complications that might arise from their cancer and its therapy – and the high prevalence of endocrine disorders among CCS could entail the need for endocrinologists to cope with an increasing demand for health care in a field that is still little developed and that could, in perspective, also be extended to some selected types of adult cancer.
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